People with hearing loss are at the heart of everything
we do because we know they’re placing their trust in
us. This is why we’ve not stopped pioneering innovative
new technologies, with consistent quality, for over 150
years to help them feel more involved, connected and
in control, transforming their lives through the power
of sound. Available exclusively through audiologists and
hearing care professionals.

Power plus
performance

ReSound is part of the GN Group – pioneering great
sound from world-leading ReSound hearing aids to Jabra
office headsets and sports headphones. Founded in 1869,
employing over 5,000 people, and listed on NASDAQ
OMX Copenhagen, GN makes life sound better.
Find out more about how ReSound ENZO Q is beyond
powerful at resound.com
facebook.com/resoundhearing
twitter.com/resoundus
youtube.com/resoundus
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ReSound ENZO Q
- beyond powerful
Confidence starts with a reliable, hassle-free

personalization you want for the best hearing

hearing experience where sounds are clear and

experience in any environment.

comfortable all around you.
Imagine being able to stream audio, take a
ReSound ENZO Q, our new Premium-Plus

call, and chat with a friend in a busy restaurant

hearing aid for severe-to-profound hearing loss,

- all while hearing crystal clear, high quality

provides more than just the power you need.

sound. With ReSound ENZO Q, you can better

It brings together the connectivity, support and

hear the details of every day life, from speech
cues to musical tones.

CRYSTAL CLEAR, COMFORTABLE,
HIGH-QUALITY SOUND

MORE OPTIONS FOR CONNECTIVITY
AND DIRECT STREAMING

PERSONALIZE TO SUIT
YOUR PREFERENCES

CONVENIENT REMOTE
AND REAL-TIME SUPPORT

Crystal clear,
comfortable,
high-quality
sound

Severe-to-profound hearing loss requires a
complete hearing solution that is more than
powerful. ReSound ENZO Q is created with
the most advanced technology so you can
enjoy clear and comfortable sound, extensive
connectivity options, and a 20% longer-lasting

60%

improvement
in hearing
speech in noise*

Research shows that people with
severe-to-profound hearing loss
experience 60% improvement in
hearing speech from the side or
behind them** in noisy conditions
with our technology.

battery.

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF CLARITY

HEARING BETTER IN NOISE

Clarity of sound is important in any

It takes effort and energy trying to hear in noisy

environment. Personalize your hearing

places. ReSound ENZO Q uses hearing aid

experience to any situation and know that

microphones in a unique way that allows you to

ReSound ENZO Q technology is working to

focus on the sounds you want to hear without

eliminate the annoying whistling or static

losing access to the sounds around you. So

noise even when you turn up the volume for

follow group conversations more easily with

comfort and clarity.

less effort.
*With Binaural Directionality III compared to omni directionality,
data on file.
**Compared to binaural beamforming in hearing aids for severeto-profound hearing loss (Effect of directional strategy on audibility
of sounds in the environment for varying hearing loss severity.
Jespersen C, Kirkwood B, Groth J., 2017).

More options for
connectivity and
direct streaming

50%

better speech
understanding
with ReSound

Research shows that when
streaming to ReSound hearing
aids, users can understand
50% more of the conversation
on average, compared to a
regular phone call.**

ReSound ENZO Q offers a complete

SEAMLESS LISTENING EXPERIENCE

ecosystem of connectivity which includes

ReSound wireless accessories can help you in

direct streaming capabilities from both iOS

challenging listening situations, from watching

and Android devices.* Stream your favorite

TV to bustling group conversations around

music, audio book, talk on the phone or even

a table. The accessories work together as an

get GPS directions streamed to both of your

intelligent system and provide a seamless

hearing aids. It’s as simple as using wireless

listening experience.

stereo headphones.

*Full streaming compatibility with Android devices requires minimum
Android v10 and Bluetooth 5.0 and that functionality has been
enabled by the phone manufacturer and service carrier. ReSound
cannot guarantee full compatibility with all Android devices.
**Jespersen & Kirkwood, 2015.

Personalize to
your preferences

Convenient remote and
real-time support
FACE-TO-FACE, ONLINE HEARING CARE

ReSound ENZO Q hearing aids automatically

ReSound Assist Live makes it possible to have

adjust to your sound environment, but if more

face-to-face sessions with your hearing care

adjustments are needed, you can further

professional from the comfort of your home.

personalize your hearing experience with the

Simply answer a video call from your ReSound

ReSound Smart 3D app.

Smart 3D app and your hearing care professional
can fine-tune your hearing aids remotely.

The app gives you on-the-spot control right
at your fingertips. Select a new program

ADJUSTMENTS ANYTIME

or optimize sounds such as speech focus

ReSound Assist also lets you send fine-tuning

and noise reduction to suit your current

requests to your hearing care professional

environment.

whenever you need it. You will receive updates
from them to download, all via the ReSound
Smart 3D app.

Find out if your smart device is compatible at
resound.com/compatibiliy

Stylishly reliable
and robust

No matter how active you are, rest assured that
ReSound ENZO Q is resilient and robust, and
designed to withstand the demands of all users.
ReSound ENZO Q features two powerful Behindthe-Ear models in 13 colors to suit your style.
We know you rely on your hearing aids. Therefore,
each ReSound ENZO Q hearing aid is treated
with a protective iSolate nanotech coating, which
repels water, earwax and debris to protect your
hearing aids.

High Power
HP BTE 88

Super Power
SP BTE 98

COLOR SELECTION

Sterling
Grey

Silver

Pearl
White

Anthracite

Black

Beige

Light
Blonde

Medium
Blonde

Dark
Brown

Glossy
Black

Forest
Camo

Desert
Camo

Ocean
Camo

Explore more at resound.com

